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A
ll the emphasis on sustainability in today's performance market

has caused the merging of, and in some cases the conflict of,

what seems to be two opposing technologies. Product develop-

ment people continue to be challenged to create more green products

without losing the performance qualities, which the consumer has

come to expect in outdoor apparel.

Consoltex is one of those manufacturers addressing both concerns.

Here we talk with top executives and hear what they have to say

about several important issues associated with this growing trend in

the outdoor clothing market.

What are the challenges in trying to blend perf o rmance and org a n i c ?

Christopher Gibbs, director of marketing for Consoltex: “Blending

Natural & Technology and Blending Green & Performance” are basi-

cally the themes of our winter show. We are expanding our Earthwhile

line of eco-friendly fabrics with more products in the 100 per-

cent organic category and stretch organic blends. The

biggest addition is a blend of organic cotton with

Repreve recycled polyester from Unifi. We started

using the Repreve yarns last year in our perform-

ance stretch and soft shell products. They

received great reviews and we’re excited to be

moving forw a rd on these developments

tweaking them to better suit the needs of our

customers.

The organic/Repreve blend is interesting

for many customers because it is 100 percent

green and it is a blend of inputs and technolo-

gies. Thirdly, it is a product that meets the

hybrid needs of the outdoor market for a green

product that does not compromise performance.

We were the first to introduce the green/synthetic

blend with our organic cotton/nylon blends. Now we

are taking similar product constructions and replacing

the nylon component with the recycled component, creat-

ing a green product that is still rated very high in performance.

Guy Berard, VP-business development for Consoltex: The biggest

challenge in the activewear market today is how to develop perform-

ance products that are environmentally friendly. The greater the

green content, the better. This evolution toward green textiles has

produced an opportunity for recycled polyester to grab some market

share within the activewear category. A blend of organic cotton and

nylon is only as green as the content of the organic material, while a

blend of organic cotton with recycled polyester is 100 percent green.

We believe the activewear market will see a transition from nylon to

recycled polyester as the trend toward greener textiles and garments

strengthens. We will have our latest recycled polyester/organic cotton

blends on display in Salt Lake at Outdoor Retailer Winter Market,

under our Earthwhile brand. 

Are there any supply chain issues? Are there issues in finding sup-

pliers?  Are certifications required?

Guy Berard: Currently there are no supply chain issues. However,

this can change very rapidly as the trend grows. The supply chain has

become a value chain and the players who will succeed will be those

who forge alliances with established, reputable partners with valid

product certifications. Certifications are gaining more popularity and

an increasing number of customers are demanding this validation.

TXI: What are some of the organic/green fabrics you are working

with? What makes them unique and interesting?

Guy Berard: We have been developing green fabrics under our

Earthwhile brand for a number of years now.  While we offer 100 per-

cent organic cotton products our focus has been on blends.

Traditionally, we blended organic cotton with nylon in order to

achieve higher levels of performance. However, the demand for

greater percentages of green inputs has led us to develop a series of

fabrics employing an organic cotton/recycled polyester blend. These

products perform very well compared to their nylon counter-

parts, but produce a much greener fabric solution.

What are the hot markets for you now and where

is the organic trend going? How do you decide

which new product developments to pursue?

Guy Berard:  The technical activewear market

is a hot market for green textiles right now. It

just makes sense. Outdoor enthusiasts want

to purchase product that protects their play-

ground. The organic trend will likely make

i n roads into diff e rent products such as

stretch fabrics or soft shell fabrics. In 2006 we

began blending green yarns with stretch yarns

and launched our recycled polyester soft shell at

OR Summer Market 2006.

Most of our products in the activewear category

are specialty developments requested by one of our key

customers. Our R&D department works closely with our

customers in order to design the appropriate product for their

needs.

What are your customers’ attitudes regarding organic fabrics? How

much educating do you need to do?

Guy Berard: Customer reaction to our green fabrics (organic, recy-

cled or blends) has been very positive. We have done a pretty good

job educating our customer base about the benefits offered by our

green products. We still provide insight wherever and whenever we

can. Having said that, we have seen a shift in knowledge. Higher pro-

file customers are becoming more educated on the topic of green tex-

tiles and, as a result, push us to find innovative ways to meet the

requirements of their green “wish list.”  

Kathlyn Swantko, a textile advocate and educator, is president of FabricLink, and founder of

FabricLink.com and TheTe c h n i c a l C e n t e r.com on-line textile re s o u rces. With over 150,000 visits per month

combined, the award-winning FabricLink.com (trade to consumer) and TheTe c h n i c a l C e n t e r.com (trade-to-

trade) provide information about new products and marketing opportunities for specialty textiles, textile-

based products and services.  Both web sites were re-launched in 2006 with expanded content, advanced

s e a rch capabilities covering the industrial, medical, and home furnishings markets, in addition to per-

f o rmance textiles.Kathy Swantko can be reached at (818) 345-7501, or at kgswantko@fabriclink.com.
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